In this short paper, a neural network that is able to form a low dimensional topological hidden representation is explained. The neural network can be trained as an autoencoder, a classifier or mix of both, and produces different low dimensional topological map for each of them. When it is trained as an autoencoder, the inherent topological structure of the data can be visualized, while when it is trained as a classifier, the topological structure is further constrained by the concept, for example the labels the data, hence the visualization is not only structural but also conceptual. The proposed neural network significantly differ from many dimensional reduction models, primarily in its ability to execute both supervised and unsupervised dimensional reduction. The neural network allows multi perspective visualization of the data, and thus giving more flexibility in data analysis. This paper is supported by preliminary but intuitive visualization experiments.
INTRODUCTION
In this study, a neural network that is able to form contextual topological map in its hidden layer is explained. Over the past years rich collections of machine learning methods for visualizing high dimensional data through dimensional reduction have been proposed. Many of them form low dimensional representation while optimizing some criteria to preserve inherent characteristics of the data. For example Stochastic Neighborhood Embedding (SNE) [1] and its variants [2] , [3] reduce high dimensional data while preserving their stochastic neighborhood structure. Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [4] is a nonliner dimensional reduction method that locally preserves the dependency of high dimensional data, while isomatric mapping (isomap) [5] , [6] is also a nonlinear dimensional reduction mapping that preserves the geodesic structure of high dimensional data. Kohonen's Selforganizing maps (SOM) [7] , [8] is a popular dimensional reduction and visualization method that preserves the topological structure of high dimensional data in low dimensional space. Recently, Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [9] , a manifold learning technique for dimensional reduction based on Riemannian geometry was proposed and results in high quality visualization with scalable calculation time. All those methods execute unsupervised mapping for primarily visualizing applicationrelevant structure of high dimensional data, but ignore the contexts (for example, labels) of the data. There are also many supervised dimensional reduction algorithms that take the context of the data into account. These methods form low dimensional representations of high dimensional data by preserving their inherent structures that are relevant to their labels. Thus, the representation is not only structural but also conceptual. Some examples of supervised dimensional reduction methods are as follows. Neighborhood Component Analysis (NCA) [10] that forms low dimensional representations on which the classification rate of k-nearest neighbor is maximized, a semi-supervised version of Isomap is proposed in [11] and a combination of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [12] [13] and SOM that can either be supervised or unsupervised was proposed in [14] . While the methods above were able to generate visualization on the high dimensional data, they are either supervised or unsupervised. However, data analysis sometimes requires multi perspectives in extracting insightful information. Changing the methods to learn different aspect of the data is often problematic, since all the methods execute different criteria in reducing the dimension of the data. Sometimes, the dimensional reduction and the visualization are executed with different algorithms, for example in [15] , stacked-autoencoders was executed to reduce the dimension of the data, and t-SNE was executed to visualize them. It should be noted, that each dimensional reduction results in lost of information in different way, so running them in tandem will not only reduce the representation fidelity but will also infuse interpretation unclarity to the low dimensional representation space.
In this study, a neural network that is able to form low dimensional representation in its hidden layer is explained. Different from the most of the dimensional reduction method, this neural network is able to generate supervised, non-supervised or mix of them in one learning framework, by controlling a single coefficient in the learning process. The proposed neural network is built based on the previously proposed Restricted Radial Basis Function Network (r-RBF) [16] , [17] that is a hierarchical supervised neural network that generates two dimensional topological representation in its hidden layer. Here, the output layer and the learning process is modified, so that the network can be trained as an autoencoder, a classifier or a mix of both. When the network is trained as an autoencoder, it forms a low dimensional representation that encodes a relevant topological structure to reconstruct the high dimensional input, and thus allows the visualization on the inherent structure of the data. When it is trained as a classifier, the hidden representation is constrained by the label of the data, so the visualization is not only structural but also conceptual, in that different labeling of the same data will produce different representation. The network can also be trained by mixing the autoencoder and classifier, resulting in flexible representations, where the difference between the inherent vectorial characteristics and the characteristics conceptualized by the labels of the data can be learned.
This short paper explains the structure and learning dynamics of the proposed neural network, and the result of the preliminary experiments.
SOFT-SUPERVISED TOPOLOGICAL AUTOEN-CODER
The outline of Soft-supervised Topological Autoencoder (STA) is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, a three -layered STA, in which the hidden layer is a topological layer where the neurons are allgned in two dimensional grid similar to Kohenen's Self-Organizing Maps (SOM). The output layer is composed from two parts, decoder part that reconstructs the encoded input and classifier part that predicts the labels of the input. In the training process, a mixing parameter is set to control the weightings of the decoder part and classifier part, hence the STA can be trained as an autoencoder, a classifier or the mix of both.
Here, similar to Kohonen's SOM, due to its low dimensionality, it is possible to visualize the inputs' topographical representation, and discover the their characteristics. However, different from SOM that topologically preserves the topological structures of the high dimensional inputs into their two dimensional representation, the hidden representation in also regulated by the error signal backpropagated from the output layer. In the case that STA is trained as an autoencoder, the hidden topological representation is formed to encode topological structure that enables STA to reconstruct the inputs. In case of a classifier, the topological structure is further constrained by the requirement to predict the output.
The dynamics of STA is explained as follows.
win " arg min
For a high dimensional input X P R d , STA selects the best matching unit, win among all the reference vectors associated with the hidden units of STA as in Eq. 1, where W j P R d is the reference vector associated with the j-th hidden unit. In Eq.3 σ 0 ą σ 8 ą 0 are the initial and final values of the annealing term, t is the current epoch, while t 8 is the termination epoch.
The values of the k-th decoder neuron, O dec k , and the l label neuron, 0 cls l in the output layer are defined in Eq. 4 where f pxq "
Here, V enc k denotes the weight vector leading from the hidden layer to the k-th decoder neuron, V cls l denotes the weight vector leading from the hidden layer to the l-th class neuron in the output The cost function is defined in Eq. 5, in which 0 ď κ ď 1 is the mixing coefficient, Here, κ " 0 generates an autoencoder, while κ " 1 generates a classifier.
Applying stochastic gradient descent, the modifications of connection weights from the hidden layer to the output layers are calculated from the gradients as follows.
∆V cls l " BL BV cls l " κpO cls l´Tl qO cls l p1´O cls l qH " κδ cls l H
In Eq. 7 and Eq. 7, δ dec k and δ cls l are the error signals backpropagated from the k-th decoder neuron and the l-th label neuron, respectively.
The modifications of reference vectors associated with the j-th hidden neuron can be calculated from the gradient as follows.
In Eq.9, δ hid j is error signal backpropagated to the j-th hidden layer.
The reference vector modification in Eq. 8 is similar to that of SOM, in that the difference between the input and the reference vector drives the modification and as H j includes the neighborhood function, the proximity of the hidden neuron to the best matching unit, win ensures the formation of the topological structure. However, in SOM the modification is always directed toward the input X, while in STA the direction is controlled by the sign of δ hid j , where in case of a positive δ hid j the modification is identical to SOM's while a negative δ hid j repulses the reference vector away from the input vector. As δ hid j is the error signal backpropagated from the output layer, the two dimensional hidden layer in STA is self-organized based not only on the topological structure of the inputs but also their contexts that have to be generated in the output layer. It is obvious that for same inputs, different teacher signals or cost functions will generate different topological representations in the hidden layer. Hence, unlike SOM, the STA generates maps that visualizes the topological structure of the inputs in their given context. In this paper, the different contexts of the inputs are controlled by changing the mixing parameter κ in the cost function in Eq. 5.
Here, the labels of the data have no role in the organization of the hidden layer. It can be seen that in Fig. 2b , the original topological structure of the data is retained, in that the two overlapping clusters as well as the two different clusters with the sama label are well preserved.
EXPERIMENTS
In the preliminary experiment, the STA is tested against 3 dimensional toy problem shown in Fig. 2a where four normally distributed clusters are assigned to three classes denoted by three different colors and markers, ‚, and , respectively. There are many overlapping points in the two clusters represented with ‚s and s while the rest of the two clusters are identically labeled. Figure 2b visualizes the hidden representation of STA, when it was trained as an autoencoder (κ " 0) while Fig. 2c visualizes the hidden representation of STA when it is trained as a classifier (κ " 1). It can be seen from these two figures that the the contexts of the data plays important roles in generating different topological representation. The autoencoder generates topological representation where adjacent clusters in their original high dimensional space are also assigned in a close proximity, while two separated clusters are assigned remotely on the low dimensional representation space. In the classifier, the labels play important role in organizing the hidden representation. It is obvious that the two originally overlapping clusters are separated, except for a few similar points.
The next toy problem is shown in Fig. 2a . The data distribution is identical to the previous problem but the identically labeled twoclusters in the previous problem are labeled differently, marked as and ‹. Figure 2b visualizes the hidden representation of STA as an autoencoder. Naturally, the structure of this representation is exactly the same as the one in Fig. 2b , as the labels of the data do not have any role in the learning process. However, when STA is trained as a classifier, the context of the data changes from the previous problem and thus consequently alters the distribution of the hidden representation. Now the large cluster representing the two different normal distributions with the same labels are replaced by two adjacent clusters with different labels.
The preliminary experiments indicate that the low dimensional representations of STA are influenced by the context of the data, hence now we can visualize not only the topological structure of high dimensional data as in SOM but their topological structure under a given context as well.
To better illustrate the visualization characteristics of STA, it was trained against the well known Iris Data. These data are four dimensional and comprise of three labels where it is known that one of the classes, marked with ‚ is linearly separable from the other two, while those two, marked with and , are not linearly separable. Figure 2a shows the visualization of the hidden layer of STA trained as an autoencoder (κ " 0), where the unlabeled structure of the data is displayed. Here, the inherent characteristics of the data can be clearly observed, in which one of the classes forms a distinctive cluster separated from the other two, but the those two shares some overlapping instances. Increasing the mixing parameter κ " 0.1 results in Fig. 2b. Here, as the labels are slightly infused into the learning process, so STA attempts to separate the two originally overlapping classes. The class-separation appears more obviously when the mixing coefficient increases, as shown in the case when κ " 0.8 in Fig.  2c . When STA is trained as a classifier (κ " 1) the three classes are completely separated except for a few overlapping points. Figures 3a -3d show the visualizations of Wine Data under different learning contexts. It is clear that with the increase of κ the hidden representations of STA shift from the formation of inherent topological structure of the data into contextual representation of the data.
From the experiments, it can be observed how the labels of the data influence the internal organization of the neural network.
Here, while an autoencoder generates topological representations capturing the original inherent structure of the data, the a classifier generates topological representations that are instrumental in predicting the labels of the data.
In the final experiment, the STA is tested against MNIST problem. Figure 4a shows the autoencoder's topological representation that shows the inherent structure of the handwritten digits without their label-contexts. It is natural that that some different digits are similarly written, and these similarities are reflected on the topological representations of STA. For example, in group A and group B, many 2s and 7s form some clusters, while in group C, 1s, 4s, 7s and 9s are closely grouped, while in group D there are many 3s, 6s and 8s. Overall this figure shows the natural distribution of human digit writing. The representation of STA trained as a classifier is shown in Fig. 4b . In this figure it is obvious that the introduction of labels in the training process changes the topological representation, in that the digits are more distinctively clusters. However, there are still some mixed clusters, for example group A contains some 3s, 8s and 9s, group B contains 1s and 9s, group C contains 7s and 9s, while group D contains 4s and 9s. The grouping of different digits into a same cluster is due to the similarity in writing different digits. The visualization does not only display the contextual distribution of the data but also offer intuitive information on input areas where the classifier is likely to perform well and other areas that are challenging for the classifier.
CONCLUSION
In this study, a neural network that is able to form a two dimensional topological map based not only on the high dimensional structure of the data but also their contexts is proposed. The ability to visualize high dimensional data under different contexts add flexibility in discovering obscure characteristics of the high dimensional data. As opposed to many dimensional reduction and visualization methods that are either supervised or unsupervised, STA can be flexibly trained under different context. In this paper, When the STA is trained as an autoencoder, the hidden representations encodes the natural topological structure of the data that is required to reconstruct high dimensional input in the output layer. When the STA is trained as a classifier, the hidden representation encodes a contextual topological structure that is needed to predict the labels of the high dimensional input. By controlling the mixing coefficient, an intermediate representation is formed. Observing the hidden representations under different training contexts, some insights about how the infusion of contexts changes the internal representation. For example the degree of difficulty in training a classifier can be intuitively understood. High dimensional data that have natural class-division in their autoencoder representation are likely to be an easy problem for classifier, while the difficulty of the classifier can be intuitively observed from the overlapping areas containing contrasting samples. In this paper, the framework for context-flexible visualization and their basic experiments have been presented. For the future works, STA is to be utilized for multi context data visualization analysis. For example in educational setting, where learning characteristics of students can be interpreted in different contexts, and be utilized to further support their learning activities. As an aspect of explainable AI, a method for explaining the topological map in a human friendly form will also be developed.
